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Abstract. Geometrically nonlinear free vibrations of composite laminated 3D beams are investigated in the frequency domain by continuation and harmonic balance methods. The beam
is modelled by using refined zigzag theory, which contains the kinematics of Timoshenko
beam theory and employees continuity of the longitudinal displacement along the thickness of
the beam. Zigzag rotational function is used to model the cross sectional distortion due to
bending, it is related with piecewise linear functions for each layer, which depend on the material properties and the thickness of the layer. As a result, the transverse shear stress is
piecewise constant across the layers' thickness. It is assumed that the cross section rotates as
a rigid body, under torsion, and may deform in longitudinal direction due to warping. The
warping function is evaluated numerically by solving the Laplace equation with Neumann
boundary conditions. The geometric nonlinearity is taken into account by considering Green's
nonlinear strain tensor. The equation of motion is derived by the principle of virtual work and
discretized into a system of ordinary differential equations by the p-version FEM.
The derived model of composite laminated 3D beams is validated by generating a fine mesh
of three-dimensional finite elements. The resulting large-scale FE system is solved numerically by scalable parallel solvers. A comparison between the derived beam model and the threedimensional FE model of the natural frequencies is presented.
Nonlinear normal modes are examined, hence the solution is expressed in Fourier series and
the resulting nonlinear algebraic system is solved by an arc-length continuation method in the
frequency domain. Coupling between modes is investigated, internal resonances are found
and the ensuing secondary branches are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of laminated composite structures has been increased significantly in the last decades in the design of modern engineering applications. Often these structures are modelled
like beams vibrating in space, i.e. beams that perform longitudinal and transverse displacements in both principle axes and torsion. The aim of the current paper is to present an accurate
model and investigate the dynamical behaviour in the frequency domain of 3D composite
beams.
The classical Bernoulli-Euler and Timoshenko beam theories are not appropriate for modelling composite and sandwich beams because they cannot approximate the complex cross
sectional behaviour due to axial-bending coupling of the different layers. Improvements of
these theories resulted in Equivalent Single Layer (ESL) theories and Discrete Layer Theories
(DLT) [1]. In the ESL theories, the number of unknowns is independent of the number of layers but they lead to poor approximation of the shear stresses. In the DLT, the number of unknowns is assumed layer by layer, which leads to sufficiently accurate results. The DLT are
more accurate than the ESL theories, but are computationally expensive. The zigzag theories
are important subclass of DSL theories, they assume a zigzag distribution of the longitudinal
displacement and the number of kinematic variables is independent of the number of layers.
The accuracy of the zigzag theories is comparable to the accuracy of the DLT and the computational efficiency is comparable to the ESL theories [2, 3].
In the current work, the beam is modelled by refined zigzag theory [4, 5], which employees
continuity of the longitudinal displacement along the thickness of the beam. Piecewise linear
functions are defined for each layer, which depend on the material properties and the thickness of the layer. It is assumed that the cross section rotates as a rigid body, under torsion, and
may deform in longitudinal direction due to warping [6]. The warping function is evaluated
numerically by solving the Laplace equation with Neumann boundary conditions imposing
that the traction vectors on the interfaces separating different layers are equal in magnitude
and opposite in direction [7]. The equation of motion is derived by the principle of virtual
work and discretized into a system of ordinary differential equations by the p-version FEM.
The unknown vector of generalised coordinates is expressed in Fourier series and the resulting
nonlinear algebraic system is solved by an arc-length continuation method in the frequency
domain [8].
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The equation of motion of laminated composite beams with rectangular cross sections
(Figure 1) is derived in this section. It is based on Timoshenko’s theory for bending [9], but
includes zigzag functions, which are used to model the cross sectional distortion due to bending [5]. The model assumes that the cross section rotates as a rigid body, but may deform due
to warping in the longitudinal direction [6]. The displacements of the beam are expressed by
the displacements and rotations on the reference line:
 , , ,  =  ,  −  −    ,  +  −    ,  + , 


,  +
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 , , ,  =  ,  +  cos ,  −  −  sin , ,
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where u represents the longitudinal displacement, v and w represent the transverse displacements in y and z directions, the subscript 0 denotes the displacements on the reference line, 
is the rotation of the cross section about the longitudinal axis x,  and  denote rotations of
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the cross section about axes y and z, respectively, and ,  is the warping function. , 
is a zigzag rotational function used to model the cross sectional distortion due to bending, it is
related with piecewise linear functions for each layer, which depend on the material properties
and the thickness of the layer. The piecewise linear functions   , proposed in [5] are used in
this work. As a result, the transverse shear stress is piecewise constant across the layers'
thickness. The point  ,   denotes the centroid of the cross section, while for the centre of
the coordinate system is chosen the twist centre of the cross section. For beams with rectangular cross sections and with symmetric layers with respect to the y axis, these two points coincide with the geometrical centre of the rectangular.

Figure 1: Axes and displacements of layered composite beam.

The warping function is evaluated numerically by solving the Laplace equation with Neumann boundary conditions imposing that the traction vectors on the interfaces separating different layers are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction [6, 7]:
∇#  = 0 in Ω = ⋃'
() Ω
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where * are the shear modulus of elasticity of regions Ω , 3 = 1, … , M. The warping function
is obtained preliminarily by finite element method. As a result, the warping and the torsional
constants are obtained.
The displacements on the reference line and the rotations of the cross sections are expressed by shape functions and generalized coordinates:
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where ξ ∈ [-1..1] is the local coordinate.
The shape functions used in the previous works [10, 11] are used here. The shape functions
used for the rotations about the transverse axes  and  are used also for the zigzag rotational function .
The strains are derived from Green’s strain tensor where the longitudinal displacements of
second order are neglected:
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The stresses are related with the strains by Hooke’s law. A shear correction factor of 5/6 is
applied only to the shear stress Y , there’s no need of shear correction factor to the shear
stress Y because of the zigzag function [4, 5].
The equation of motion is derived by the principle of virtual work, it is obtained in the following form:
Z Q[ + \] Q + \B]Q Q = E,

(4)

where Z is the mass matrix, \] is the stiffness matrix of constant terms and \B]Q is the
stiffness matrix which depends linearly and quadraticaly on the vector of generalized coordinates Q.
The longitudinal inertia has a small influence in the problem at hand [12] and is neglected;
the vector QC  is eliminated from the equation of motion without neglecting it [11].
Nonlinear normal modes are investigated, hence the solution is assumed to be periodic and
it is expressed in Fourier series:
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where k is the number of harmonics used in the Fourier series. The time dependent generalized coordinates are replaced by their Fourier expansion (5), inserted in the equation of motion (4) and the harmonic balance method is employed. The resulting algebraic equation of
motion in frequency domain has the form:
ℱ ^, a ≡ +−a# Z ef' + \]ef' + \B]ef' ^/^ = E

(6)

where a is the frequency of vibration and ^ is the vector of unknown coefficients of the harmonics. Z ef' , \]ef' and \B]ef' ^ are matrices which result from the matrices from
equation (5) due to application of HBM.
The resulting nonlinear algebraic system is solved by an arc-length continuation method [8]
in the frequency domain.
3

WARPING FUNCTION FOR COMPOSITE CROSS SECTIONS

In this section the warping function for composite cross sections with different materials is
presented and it is compared with the warping function obtained for cross section of one isotropic material, for which there exists an analytical solution. A square cross section is chosen
for the comparisons and it is divided by three equal layers. The upper and the bottom layers
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are with equal materials and the shear modulus of the middle material is varying. The warping
function is presented on Figure 2. The last example corresponds to the warping function of
cross section composed of one isotropic material given in [6, 10]. The figure shows how the
warping changes when the materials become highly dissimilar. The different colours present
the variation of the warping function in positive and negative direction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Warping function for composite cross sections with different stiffness characteristics. *g =
1.71 10) Pa, (a) *k = 2.7 10l Pa, (b) *k = 7.5 10l Pa, (c) *k = 1.12 10) Pa, (d) *k = 1.71 10) Pa

4

VALIDATION

First, the proposed 3D beam model is validated in order to verify the numerical computation of the warping function of the composite materials and the inclusion of the zigzag functions. The natural frequencies of two beams, each with three layers, are compared. The beam
is clamped-clamped with length 0.58 m, width 0.015 m and thickness 0.009 m (Figure 1).
Each of the three layers have equal thicknesses, they are of isotropic materials with different
material properties, given in Table 1. The upper and the bottom layers are from equal materials.
Property
Beam 1
45.54 10l N⁄m#
ng
0.33
rg
2040 kg⁄mv
sg
7.25 10w N⁄m#
nk
0.45
rk
1200 kg⁄mv
sk

Beam 2
45.54 10l N⁄m#
0.33
2040 kg⁄mv
7.25 10l N⁄m#
0.45
1200 kg⁄mv

Table 1: Material properties of beams.

The middle layer of Beam 1 is chosen to be with significantly different elastic properties
than the other two layers. The middle layer of the second beam is chosen to be with Young
modulus which is closer to the Young modulus of the top and bottom layers.
The FEM software Elmer [13], is used to validate the layered beam. A fine mesh of quadratic tetrahedrons is generated using Gmsh [14]. The mesh has 549614 elements which results
into 784233 nodes, each node has three DOF, i.e. the resulting system has more than 2 million
DOF. It is solved by parallel computing, using the library Mumps (MUltifrontal Massively
Parallel Solver) [15] which is a parallel direct sparse solver. It was verified, by reducing the
edges of the tetrahedrons by two, that the results obtained by the large-scale model are converged.
The natural frequencies of both beams are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The importance of
the zigzag functions can be seen from Table 2, where the natural frequencies obtained without
the zigzag functions differ significantly from the ones obtained with zigzag function and with
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three-dimensional finite elements obtained by Elmer. It should be pointed out that the top and
bottom layers of both beams are with equal materials and the cross sections are rectangular,
thus the cross sections are symmetric with respect to the transverse axes and consequently
there is no coupling between both transverse displacements and torsion. Thus, the natural frequencies related with bending in xy and with torsion, are not influenced by the zigzag function.
The mode shapes associated with each frequency, given in the tables, correspond to the beam
model with zigzag function and to the results obtained by Elmer.
Current model
with zigzag
Mode
function
70 DOF
1
344.441
2
824.029
3
1191.482
4
1484.819
5
2345.768
6
3271.031
7
3410.727
8
4587.183
9
4686.677
10
6362.327

Current model
without zigzag
function
60 DOF
860.801
1191.482
2368.020
3271.031
4373.871
4623.787
6362.327
7613.815
8814.368
10437.009

Elmer
345.346
822.328
1192.142
1489.484
2352.968
3265.390
3421.321
4470.043
4696.504
6179.900

Mode shape Difference %
Bending xz
Bending xz
Bending xy
Bending xz
Bending xz
Bending xy
Bending xz
Torsion
Bending xz
Bending xy

0.26
0.21
0.06
0.31
0.31
0.17
0.31
2.62
0.21
2.95

Table 2: First 10 natural frequencies (rad/s) of layered beam with material properties of Beam 1. The difference
is between results of the current model with zigzag functions and Elmer.

The natural frequencies of the second beam, i.e. layered beam with materials which have
closer elastic properties, are presented in Table 2. The cross sectional distortion due to bending is smaller in this case, due to the similar stiffness characteristic of the materials and the
zigzag function has less influence. Nevertheless, its inclusion in the model, is essential for
better approximation of the natural frequencies of bending in xz plane.
Current model
with zigzag
Mode
function
70 DOF
1
859.835
2
1237.034
3
2356.764
4
3393.910
5
4568.186
6
6592.791
7
7473.808
8
10261.072
9
10802.859
10
11001.814

Current model
without zigzag
function
60 DOF
863.530
1237.034
2375.768
3393.910
4639.884
6592.791
7641.749
10261.072
10802.859
11360.300

Elmer
861.849
1240.331
2357.552
3398.634
4576.130
6610.202
7473.096
10160.954
10819.906
11006.196

Mode shape Difference %
Bending xz
Bending xy
Bending xz
Bending xy
Bending xz
Bending xy
Bending xz
Torsion
Bending xy
Bending xz

0.23
0.27
0.03
0.14
0.17
0.26
0.01
0.99
0.16
0.04

Table 3: First 10 natural frequencies (rad/s) of layered beam with material properties of Beam 2. The difference
is between results of the current model with zigzag functions and Elmer.
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5

NONLINEAR NORMAL MODES

The nonlinear modes of the layered beam, considering the two different materials given in
Table 1, are investigated in this section. The continuation method is started with the linear
fundamental natural frequency, i.e. bending in xz, with the corresponding eigenvector scaled
with small amplitude. Three harmonics are used in the Fourier series in Eq. (5). The first main
branch, the bifurcation points and the corresponding secondary branched are shown on Figure
3. The dimensionless amplitude of the first harmonic of the transverse displacement ! is
used for the plot.

)


)


a⁄a)

a⁄a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Bifurcation diagrams that start from the first linear mode of bending in z, first harmonic. • bifurcation
point, ── main branch, — secondary branch. (a) Beam 1, (b) Beam 2, ξ = 0, ωz) - fundamental frequency.

Following the main branch of Beam 1 (Figure 3a), a bifurcation point is found for value of
the frequency of vibration ω⁄ωz) ≅ 1.16. At this value, the frequency of vibration becomes
one third of the first frequency of bending in xy (Table 2). Thus, 1:3 internal resonance exists
which couples the first mode of bending in xz related with the first harmonic and the first
mode of bending in xy related with the third harmonic. Due to the nonlinear terms, the third
harmonics of the transverse displacements are also excited, as well torsion. The secondary
branch goes to another main branch, which vibrates in the xy plane, with shape similar to the
first mode but related with the third harmonic. The third bifurcation point relates the same
modes, but now due to 1:2 internal resonance, i.e. the vibration of the beam, following the
secondary branch, continuously transforms from bending in xz with shape similar to the first
mode and with the first harmonic to bending in xy with shape similar to the first mode but
with the second harmonic. Due to the symmetry of the cross section, the nonlinearity of the
equation of motion on the main branch is cubic, thus only the odd harmonics are excited on
the main branch. The second bifurcation point is due to interaction of the bending frequencies
in xz plane, the vibration remains in the same plane, but even harmonics are also excited.
The first bifurcation point from the main branch of Beam 2 (Figure 3b) also couples both
transverse displacements and leads to vibration in space. It appears for value of the frequency
of vibration ω⁄ωz) ≅ 1.41, at which the frequency of vibration becomes one third of the second frequency of bending in xy. The bifurcation point is due to 1:3 internal resonance. The
secondary branch leads to a second main branch in which the vibration is in xy plane, it is
with shape similar to the second mode of bending which vibrates with the second harmonic.
The second bifurcation point appears at ω⁄ωz) ≅ 1.68, it is similar to the second bifurcation
7
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point of Beam 1, i.e. the vibration in this secondary branch remains in xz plane but involves
even harmonics.
The bifurcation diagrams of Figure 3 show that with changes of the material properties of
some of the layers, not only the natural frequencies change (Tables 2 and 3), but also the bifurcation points appear at different values, as well, they involve different modes related with
different harmonics.






;

;
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Comparison of rotation about the transverse axis y and the zigzag rotational function for a point
ω⁄ωz)  1.6 from the first main branches from the bifurcation diagrams presented in Figure 3. (a) Beam 1, (b)
Beam 2, —  , --- .

The importance of the zigzag rotational function on the natural frequencies of vibration
was shown in Tables 2 and 3. Here is presented its influence on the nonlinear normal modes.
for both layered beams. It is compared with the rotation of the cross section about the y axis
and presented on Figure 4, for a point from the main branch ω⁄ωz)  1.6. It can be seen that
for the layered beam with highly heterogeneous materials, the amplitude of the zigzag rotational function is essential and even bigger than the amplitude of the rotation of the cross section about the y axis. For the layered beam with materials which have similar elastic
parameters, the zigzag rotational function exists but its amplitude is much smaller – Figure 4
(b).

u

Figure 5: Cross sectional deformation due to bending in space. The influence of both rotations about the transverse axes and the zigzag function, ω⁄ωz)  2.02 from the third secondary branch of Beam1, ;=0.7, t=0.
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Finally, the deformation of the cross section due to both rotations about the transverse axes
and due to the rotational zigzag function is presented in Figure 5 for Beam 1, i.e. for the beam
with highly dissimilar materials, for a point from the third secondary branch at ω⁄ωz)  2.02.
At this branch, the vibration is in space, both rotations  and  are excited as well . In the
secondary branch, torsion is also excited, due to the bending-torsion coupling due to the geometrically nonlinear terms, thus the cross section deforms also due to warping, which is not
included in Figure 5.
6

CONCLUSION

Nonlinear free vibrations of composite layered 3D beams were investigated in this work.
The equation of motion was derived by the principle of virtual work and the p-version FEM.
The Timoshenko’s theory for bending was assumed and additional zigzag rotational function
was added, which presents the longitudinal distortion of the layers due to bending, it was expressed with piecewise linear functions for each layer, which depend on the material properties and the thickness of the layer. The warping function was obtained numerically, additional
boundary conditions were imposed between the layers, i.e. that the traction vectors on the interfaces separating different materials are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. The
vector of generalized coordinates was expressed by Fourier series and replaced in the equation
of motion. The resulting algebraic nonlinear system was solved by an arc-length continuation
method.
The 3D composite beam model was validated by comparing the natural frequencies of
equivalent beam structure with three-dimensional finite elements. It was shown that the reduced model gives results in agreement with the large-scale model. The importance of the rotational zigzag function, for the cases of layered beams with highly dissimilar materials, was
pointed out.
The bifurcation diagrams of layered 3D beams were presented, two cases were considered:
a beam with material properties of the middle layer which are significantly different than the
material properties of the top and bottom layers and with a beam whose material properties of
the middle layer are closer to the ones of the top and bottom layers. Several bifurcation points
were found and the corresponding secondary branches were described. The vibration of the
beam may lead from motion in one plane into motion in space due to interaction of both
transverse displacements. It was shown that changing the material properties of some of the
layers, change also the interaction between the modes, i.e. some bifurcation points does not
appear while new interactions appear.
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